Active Learning for Adults
Active Learning happens when all five of the following key ingredients are present:
Active Learning Key Ingredients
Materials
- Variety of materials
- Available
- Real and functional
- Everyday objects and tools
- Messy is okay

Manipulation
- Discovery through experience
- Use the five senses of taste, touch, sound,
sight and smell
- Handle and explore
- Work with a variety of materials
- Transform and combine materials
- Use tools and equipment
Choice
- Opportunities to set own goals
- Partner with the teacher in developing lesson
plans, content, and context
- Own choice of materials and activities
- Making decisions about material choice
- Choosing what to do with materials
- Pursuing personal interests, ideas and goals
- Selecting what to keep in portfolios
Language
- Verbal and nonverbal talk about activity
- Focus on what adults have done, what they
are doing, and what they will do
- Both teachers and students respond to the
comments, requests and encouragement of
others
Support from Adults
- Encourage efforts
- Help adults extend or build on their ideas
- Observe and listen
- Respond and talk about student’s work
- Model writing, reading and classroom work
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What it Might Look Like in the Classroom
Materials in the Environment
- Adding new materials periodically
- Available and visible with storage unlocked
- Real things—familiar objects and materials, such as
native plants, dream catchers, Native rugs & pottery
- Open-ended—paper, newspapers, arts & crafts
supplies, computers, games
- Make information applicable by linking to prior
knowledge
- Work-related materials found in the work-sites
- Computers with Internet
Manipulation in the Classroom
- Provide opportunities for adults to learn by doing: give
them real life situations to practice applying
information
- Manipulatives, such as rulers, compass, protractor,
flash cards, number tiles, colored overlays
- Provide for both physical and mental activities
- Apply learning to student’s real needs, interests, and
goals; show applicability to future activities
Choice in the Classroom
- Open-ended projects: attention to “doing” and not “the
end result”
- Encourage student-initiated learning by providing
opportunities for adults to make choices, select
materials, plan and lead activities
- Encourage creative and critical thinking
- Computers with Internet (approximately one for every
two students at the minimum)
Language in the Classroom
- Provide opportunities for adults to discuss and write
about their ideas
- Create opportunities for adults to produce effects and
solve problems
- Charts and calendars with notes from previous
discussions, recorded dates, field trips, and guest
speakers on display
Support from Adults in the Classroom
- Providing adequate materials and space for using them
in the environment
- Support adult’s learning through the environment and
verbal and nonverbal interactions
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